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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The global electricity transmission sector is poised for significant growth

over the next decade, mainly driven by the need to connect upcoming

generation facilities and improve electricity access. While state-backed

utilities are gearing up to meet the grid expansion challenge, governments

are putting in place stimulating policy measures and right regulatory

initiatives to improve the investment environment to promote private

participation. This report highlights the emerging public-private

partnership (PPP) and private participation opportunities in power

transmission. The report also profiles key countries where such

opportunities are available or expected in the near future. 
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PART II: COUNTRY PROFILES (21 COUNTRIES)

This section of the report profiles countries where PPP and private

participation opportunities exist or are planned or are expected to come up

in the near future. The profile provides a holistic view of the country's

electricity sector and highlight the expected PPP and private participation

opportunities in power transmission. Each country profile provides data

and analysis on:
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